
Security seal Tape/label/ temper evident security label

Product Description »

1. Highly distinguishable anti-counterfeiting printing technology involved.
2. It is appears as a solid normal tape, but reveals a hidden message as “VOID” or “OPEN” after removal of
surface tape, thus functions as security protection. Guarantees the authenticity and offers auto-verification. 
3. The PET surface material can be in opaque silver, shinny silver, sparking silver, laser, white or other color,
transparent or non-transparent. 
4. The product offers meet different design and tailored solution flexible.



 

Applications: 

1. Anti-counterfeiting for various packing and transportation. 

2. Prevents labels and stickers from being re-used after being stripped off. 

3. Prevents products or contents of a package from being opened, replaced or stolen. 

4. Prevents confidential documentation, letters and parcels from un-authorized opening and reading. 

5. Improves product image, guarantees quality and raise customer's confidence on the product.

Application Industry   :   

Airline  arecraft security seal for civil aviation 

Food&Drink Processing  Brand protection label

Retail  asset protection and tracking 

Banking&Cash in Transit  cash-in-transit and cheque transport ,banking legal confidential financial documentation seal

Transportation freight and cargo security seal 

Casinos 

Hospitals & Healthcare Utilities   toilletries and cosmetics

Chemical&Pharmrceutical  pharmaceuticals, drug containers and other medical supplies
Insurance

Waste disposal

Couriers & Post   

Law enforcement 

Fire saftey  Fire extinguisher and prevention equipment seal 

PC hardware and sofeware components mobile phone box & electrical parts seal& logo design                              



SPECIAL SELF ADHESIVE SECURITY SEALS 

- NON RESIDUE

Self Adhesive Security Seals - NON RESIDUE
 
This enhanced performance tamper evident material shows a clear VOID/OPEN security message 
when the seal is lifted. Initially developed for use on the doors & hatches of aircraft when they are parked 
overnight or in flight, it is however ideally suited for use on most surfaces.
This product gives visual evidence of tampering or illegal entrance on aircraft, vehicles, doors, 
sensitive equipment, lockers, containers, restricted areas, etc.
 

 Supplied in reels with backing liner perforated between each seal for easy use.

 Custom design text or logo together with sequential numbering are standard.

 While there are any shape or size of seal can be supplied to fufill customer requirement.

 Supplied in red or blue as standard, although, other colors are available for larger quantity orders.

A range of STOCK SEALS is available for small order requirements.




